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ACROSS
1: satisfy a condition or restriction
4: a stimulant drug that is chemically related to
mescaline and amphetamine and is used illicitly
for its euphoric and hallucinogenic effects; it
was formerly used in psychotherapy but in
1985 it was declared illegal in the United States
8: the federal police force of Canada
12: a native or inhabitant of ____land
13: the longest division of geological time
14: a native or inhabitant of Asia
16: the inner and longer of the two bones of the
human forearm
17: (usually followed by `to') having the
necessary means or skill or know-how or
authority to do something
18: Emperor of Rome who introduced a degree
of freedom after the repressive reign of
Domitian; adopted Trajan as his successor
(30-98)
19: the rate at which energy is drawn from a
source that produces a flow of electricity in a
circuit; expressed in volts
20: hormones (estrogen and progestin) are
given to postmenopausal women; believed to
protect them from heart disease and
osteoporosis
21: a weapon that kills or injures civilian as
well as military personnel (nuclear and
chemical and biological weapons)
23: the basic unit of money in Japan; equal to
100 sen
24: a device (trade name Aqua-Lung) that lets
divers breathe under water; _____ is an
acronym for self-contained underwater
breathing apparatus
26: a run that is the result of the batter's
performance
28: sun god; counterpart of Akkadian Shamash
30: a British teenager or young adult in the
1960s; noted for their clothes consciousness
and opposition to the rockers
32: a Loloish language
36: abstain from eating
39: East Indian tree bearing a profusion of
intense vermilion velvet-textured blooms and
yielding a yellow dye
41: a Christian holiday celebrating the birth of
Christ; a quarter day in England, Wales, and
Ireland
42: irritate or vex
43: (of complexion) blemished by
imperfections of the skin
45: used of a single unit or thing; not two or
more
46: a less than average tide occurring at the first
and third quarters of the moon
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48: (mining) a unit of volume (equal to 6 cubic
feet) used in measuring bodies of ore
49: sound of something in rapid motion
50: the agency that provides scientific and
engineering and technical support for all
aspects of surface warfare
51: aircraft landing in bad weather in which the
pilot is talked down by ground control using
precision approach radar
52: instill (into a person) by constant repetition
54: Hawaiian dish of taro root pounded to a
paste and often allowed to ferment
56: English comedienne and mistress of
Charles II (1650-1687)
60: the compass point that is one point east
(clockwise) of due north
63: the Tibeto-Burman language spoken in the
Dali region of Yunnan
65: an ugly evil-looking old woman
67: the smallest whole number or a numeral
representing this number
68: a person to whom money is paid
70: a recurring sleep state during which rapid
eye movements do not occur and dreaming
does not occur; accounts for about 75% of
normal sleep time
72: a city in northern India; former capital of

the Mogul empire; site of the Taj Mahal
73: a wall hanging of heavy handwoven fabric
with pictorial designs
74: city in southwestern Colombia in a rich
agricultural area
75: the handwear used by fielders in playing
baseball
76: a line that indicates a boundary
77: essential oil or perfume obtained from
flowers
78: the head of the United States Intelligence
Community and director of the Central
Intelligence Agency

DOWN
1: a corporation authorized by Congress to
provide a secondary market for residential
mortgages
2: a woman forced into prostitution for
Japanese servicemen during World War II
3: brief episode in which the brain gets
insufficient blood supply; symptoms depend on
the site of the blockage
4: a flat-bottomed volcanic crater that was
formed by an explosion; often filled with water
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5: the state of owing something (especially
money)
6: the ___ecular weight of a substance
expressed in grams; the basic unit of amount of
substance adopted under the Systeme
International d'Unites
7: again but in a new or different way
8: a combination of blues and jazz that was
developed in the United States by Black
musicians; an important precursor of rock 'n'
roll
9: Canadian agency that gathers
communications intelligence and assist law
enforcement and security agencies
10: (of soil) soft and watery
11: cover with a material such as stone or
concrete to make suitable for vehicle traffic
12: the third day of the week; the second
working day
15: the mother of your father or mother
20: an informal term for a person's role
22: a machine-readable version of a standard
dictionary; organized alphabetically
25: and nothing more
27: being nine more than fifty
29: the major Protestant paramilitary group in
Northern Ireland; responsible for bombing the
homes of Catholics and for criminal
racketeering and selling drugs
30: extremely large pelagic tropical ray that
feeds on plankton and small fishes; usually
harmless but its size make it dangerous if
harpooned
31: an endorsement
33: a woman hired to suckle a child of someone
else
34: a Loloish language
35: a person who takes drugs
36: a native or inhabitant of Finland
37: (Greek mythology) Greek god of war; son
of Zeus and Hera; identified with Roman Mars
38: a cape on the northernmost tip of Jutland
between the Skagerrak and the Kattegatt
40: a fluorocarbon that is replacing
chlorofluorocarbon as a refrigerant and
propellant in aerosol cans; considered to be
somewhat less destructive to the atmosphere
44: a doctor's degree in dental medicine
47: a drug used as an anesthetic by
veterinarians; illicitly taken (originally in the
form of powder or `dust') for its effects as a
hallucinogen
49: the compass point midway between west
and northwest
51: a terrorist organization of Islamic
extremists whose violent activities began in
1992; aims to overthrow the secular Algerian
regime and replace it with an Islamic state
53: one of the five major classes of

immunoglobulins; the main antibody defense
against bacteria
55: excessively fat
57: of or relating to yoga
58: an antiviral drug used against HIV; binds
directly to reverse transcriptase and prevents
RNA conversion to DNA; often used in
combination with other drugs
59: without water
60: a terrorist organization that is the militant
wing of the Communist Party of the
Philippines; a Maoist organization formed to
overthrow the government; uses hit squads
called Sparrow Units; opposes United States
military presence in the Philippines
61: a commercial leavening agent containing
yeast cells; used to raise the dough in making
bread and for fermenting beer or whiskey
62: a shallow salt lake in south central
Australia about 35 feet below sea level; the
largest lake in the country and the lowest point
on the continent
64: a member of the Quechuan people living in
the Cuzco valley in Peru
65: (Norse mythology) goddess of the dead and
queen of the underworld
66: an independent ruler or chieftain (especially
in Africa or Arabia)
69: use up (resources or materials)
71: a person who is deemed to be despicable or
contemptible
72: macular degeneration that is age-related

